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ABSTRACT

EFFICIENT SCALING OF A WEB PROXY CLUSTER
SEPTEMBER 2017
HAO ZHANG
B.Eng., BEIJING NORMAL UNIVERSITY
M.S.E.C.E., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Lixin Gao

With the continuing growth in network traffic and increasing diversity in web
content, web caching, together with various network functions (NFs), has been introduced to enhance security, optimize network performance, and save expenses. In
a large enterprise network with more than tens of thousands of users, a single proxy
server is not enough to handle a large number of requests and turns to group processing. When multiple web cache proxies are working as a cluster, they talk with each
other and share cached objects by using internet cache protocol (ICP). This leads to
poor scalability.
This thesis describes the development of a framework that provides the efficient
management of a distributed web cache. A controller is introduced into the cluster of
proxy servers and becomes responsible for managing objects shared within the cluster.
By obtaining a knowledge of global states from the controller, proxy servers that are
working in the group do not need to query its neighbors’ storage. This reduces traffic
in the cluster and saves the computing resources of associated proxy servers. The
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evaluation on a caching proxy benchmark has shown that our approach demonstrates
a superior scalability in comparison to an ICP web caching cluster.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Growth of Internet Users and Web Content

The number of Internet users has risen sharply since the advent of the computer
network. In recent years, people increasingly tend to search for information on the
web, and there is a tremendous amount of requests for files, music, movies on the
Internet. Cisco predicts, that by 2020, the number of Internet users will reach 4.1
billion [14]. For a campus network, like the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
(UMassAmherst) with 20,604 undergraduate, 4276 graduate students, and 4876 fulltime employees, the vast majority of these will need to access the network for courses
schedules, library catalog information, and other important on-campus resources.
These users also will need to visit off-campus websites like Google, Amazon, and
Facebook. Due to these demands, the number of devices that are connected to the
Internet have increased by more than 40% in the past year in UMassAmherst Campus
network [7]. These developing needs put an increasing strain on the capabilities of
the UMassAmherst campus network.
Not only the quantity of web content is growing, but also the volume of web
content is expanding. During 2015, 70% of worldwide network traffic was video
viewing. This traffic is projected to reach 82% by 2020 [14]. The size of a video
file can range from several megabyte (MB) to several gigabyte (GB), which is much
greater than the amount of data associated with a web page. Furthermore, not all
the content on the Internet is equally popular. A couple of popular movie trailers
have likely been watched more than 1 million times in the past 24 hours, while other
1

Figure 1.1. Cisco VNI forecast 2015-2020

unpopular web content has probably been visited less than 100 times per year. Several
studies [22] [20] [23] have found the popularity of files requested online follows a Zipf
distribution. For example, the 20th most popular files are requested twice as much as
the 40th most popular files, and three times as much as the 80th most popular files.
Transporting the web content repeatedly consumes a large amount of backbone
bandwidth and overloads servers of the content provider. If the popular web content
can be stored locally and shared within an enterprise network, it would save the
backbone bandwidth and offload the origin server. For example, Internet users that
belong to an enterprise network may have listened to a popular song online with the
size of 10MB for 1,000 times. If the song had been stored in the enterprise network.
A total of 10GB traffic would be reduced on the Internet since the users get the song
from a local server rather than from the origin server.
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1.2

Web Caching Proxy

The fundamental building blocks of the web are clients and servers. A web server
manages and provides the clients access to a set of resources. These resources might
be text files, images, or something more complex, such as a relational database.
Clients, also known as user agents, initiate a transaction by sending a request to a
server. The server then processes the request and sends a response back to the client.
As addressed in the first section, fetching something over the network is both slow
and expensive. For example, users in America might request a file that is located in
Europe. Thus, the ability to cache and reuse previously fetched resources is a critical
aspect of optimizing network performance.
A proxy server is a widely used network function that acts as an intermediary
between clients and servers. When a client submits a request for a web content, such
as text, images, sounds, videos and other resources shared on the Internet, proxies
function to interpret and respond to the user’s request on behalf of the origin server.
Figure 1.2 below shows the typical workflow of a caching proxy server.

Figure 1.2. Web caching
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For network users, whose inbound and outbound traffic flow via a proxy server,
the proxy works as a gateway between the user and the origin server by storing or
caching the origin server’s resources. When the user attempts to access a resource,
the proxy checks the user’s request to see if it has a recent copy of the resource on
hand. If so, the resource is immediately delivered to the user. If not, the resource
is retrieved from the origin server, cached to the proxy, and delivered to the user
simultaneously.
There are two major benefits of deploying a proxy server in an enterprise network.
First, a caching proxy server, or web cache, can reduce the response time for clients’
requests, especially if the bottleneck bandwidth between the client and the origin
server is much less than the bottleneck bandwidth between the client and the proxy
server. For example, in a campus network with more than 30,000 hosts, the interconnection between the client and the cache has a bandwidth of typically 10Mbps, where
the total export bandwidth of the campus network is 4Gbps. The proxy server will
be able to deliver the object rapidly to the client. The second benefit of deploying a
proxy server in an enterprise network is that a web cache can substantially reduce the
bandwidth usage on the optical fiber connection between the campus network and
the Internet. By thereby reducing the traffic on the backbone network, the institution will not need to upgrade the leased Internet line from ISPs frequently, thereby
reducing costs. As an incidental benefit, this configuration may serve to reduce the
traffic on the Internet as a whole.

1.3

Content Delivery Networks

Content delivery networks (CDN) work on the same principle as web caching
by storing copies of web content near the end users. End users get cached content
by asking the nearest CDN node rather than the origin server. Figure 1.3 below
illustrates how copies of web content are distributed by CND to node servers all over
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the world. In this way, clients in China can directly obtain the page copy that is
stored in Asia instead of fetching at the location of the origin server, which may be
in North America.

Figure 1.3. Content delivery networks

In recent years, there is a growing trend towards usage of CDNs in tech companies.
By 2020, 64 percent of all global Internet traffic will cross CDNs. This may be
compared to the comparative value of 45 percent existing in 2015. Furthermore, by
2020, 73 percent of all global Internet video traffic will cross CDNs. This is up from
61 percent in 2015 [14]. CDN can deliver a variety of web content, including: 4K and
HD-quality video; audio streams; software downloads (such as apps, games, and OS
updates); data records that contain medical and financial information; and other types
of digitized files. Akamai [1], the world leading CDN provider, responsible for serving
15% to 30% of all web traffic [29]. Its customers have included Apple, Facebook,
Bing, Twitter, eBay, Google, LinkedIn and other famous enterprises. Without a
CDN, origin servers of these companies would have to respond to all of the end user’s
5

requests. This would results in overload of traffic to the origin, thereby increasing the
chances for origin failure.
Both CDN and web caching can optimize web performance by reducing response
time and saving bandwidth of the Internet backbones. However, there still is a significant difference between them. The difference between the Web Proxies and CDN
depends on the decision whether or not to cache the web content. In the case of CDN,
copies of the web content are distributed to multiple CDN node servers by the CDN
origin server. Consequently, it is the content provider that decides what web content
should be distributed. Clients can then fetch contents from the nearest node within
the CDN. However, in the case of web caching, the web content is stored based on
the web-surfing behavior of the users. This might be in the case where a web proxy
caches the users previously visited web content for future reuse.

1.4

The Web Caching Cluster and Its Limitations

A web proxy cluster, or a web cache cluster, exists where there are many web
proxies arranged in a cluster. In this case, clients or users perceive the cache cluster
as a single unit. Figure 1.4 shows a cache cluster as a group of separate caching
proxies configured to act like a single proxy. In other words, even though there are
many machines in the cluster, clients or users perceive it as a single unit. In most
cases, the members of a cluster are typically located together, either geographically
or topologically. For example, the proxy servers can be in the same room or on the
same subnet. Since a cluster appears as a single system, an administrator of single
organization can have control over all the machines.
Many utilize a cache cluster to serve or cache more objects and provide redundant
service [33]. When Internet traffic load is increasing and the service is becoming
slow, one caching proxy may not be enough to provide high quality of service. To
avoid this situation, Internet service can be scaled out by acquiring additional servers
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Figure 1.4. Web caching cluster

and creating a cache cluster. Through inherent load sharing, a cache cluster can
improve both throughput and reliability. Throughput is increased because N caches
can handle more traffic than just one. Reliability is increased because when one cache
fails, the other cluster members absorb the increased loads. In the example of the
UMassAmherst network with more than 30,000 potential users, assume that during
the peak connection time from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m, every client initiates an HTTP
transaction at a speed of 0.4 requests per second. The estimated total peak request
rate would be 12,000 requests per second. A typical software proxy server can only
handle around 1,000 requests per second. In that case, one proxy server would not be
enough to handle the incoming requests. Therefore, multiple proxy servers working
together simultaneously would be required to process clients requests.
There are some inter-cache protocols utilized to search for a cache hit among
members in a cluster. Bandwidth is sometimes wasted when a cache miss is forwarded
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when it is known that one of the other members has the object stored. ICP is a
commonly used protocol for inter-cache communication . For example, when a proxy
receives a request, it can obtain the uniform resource identifier (URI) of the object
by parsing the request, and then checking the local storage with the URI for the
object. If the object is not found, it will broadcast ICP queries to all sibling proxy
servers, asking if they have this object cached. Each sibling server replies with HIT
or MISS. Based on the replies it receives, the proxy server chooses whether to forward
the HTTP request to a sibling, or to the origin server.
ICP has a problem with scalability. The number of ICP messages (query and
reply) increases in direct proportion to the number of the siblings’ present. For
example, for a cluster of 100 proxy servers, every MISS in the local cache would
ask 99 peers and get 99 replies. The traffic can be huge among peers, especially
when every member belongs to the cluster is working at full load. Moreover, in local
cache miss case, one would ask all its neighbors to see if they have the object cached.
This would result in all its neighbors searching their storage and responding with the
answer, increasing the latency of the processing.

1.5

Objective

As addressed in the last section, the web proxy cluster using ICP to share objects
has a poor performance in terms of scalability. Our goal was to manage the state of
shared objects in an efficient way so that every proxy server in the cluster can easily
get a global view of all the cached objects in a cluster with less communication and
computing overhead than a conventional ICP implementation.
Our design was implemented as virtual network function (VNF) for easier scalable
evaluation and less expensive deployment. For this purpose, the performance of
our design needed to guarantee a latency that was at least as effective in typical
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implementation and with a better scalability than with the conventional web proxy
cluster managed by ICP.

1.6

Contribution

Consistent with our objective, we designed a light-weighted centralized controller
that manages the state of distributed web caches in a cluster. In the management
of the controller, every proxy server working in the cluster can get the location of
shared objects with less communication overhead. Due to this, the total throughput
of the cluster has been increased, since a proxy server no longer needs to query all
its neighbors. This eliminated a sizeable amount of traffic in the cluster, saving
the computing resources of all proxy servers in the group. Moreover, the average
response time of requests was not increased since there is no additional communication
overhead introduced in every single request.
The network function of web cache was accommodated by utilizing the socket
communication application program interface (API) that allowed it to interact with
the controller. The communication API is based on TCP protocol. This provided a
reliable connection. The message format and the procedure of serializing and deserializing messages were defined such that both sides understand each other. They work
like a communication protocol between the controller and proxy servers. In addition,
the internal workflow of the web cache was altered to enable updating and requesting
of states to and from the controller.
The prototype of adapted web caching proxy has been implemented with an open
source proxy project called Squid [9] and the controller program was deployed on
a commodity X86 server. Our design was evaluated by ApacheBench [2] and Web
Polygraph [12] compared with conventional implementation. We used a fairly realistic
workload and a watchdog mechanism that can automatically adjust the population
of clients. The results of our testing showed that our design can reach as fast a
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mean response time as the ICP web cache cluster with the same configuration, with
less than 5% variance. Furthermore, our design displayed a better throughput when
scaled to more working nodes in the web proxy cluster.

1.7

Thesis Organization

In this chapter, the thesis introduction, identifies and discusses various aspects of
Internet communication later expanded upon in the body of the document. These
aspects include: web content, the rapid growth of network users, web caching proxies
and their difference from CDN, and the limitation of current web caching cluster.
Chapter 2, describes the design and implementation details of the centralized controller framework, focusing on both the controller and web proxy server sides. An
experimental evaluation is presented in Chapter 3, where the performance of a web
proxy cluster with a controller is compared to a web proxy cluster with ICP configuration. Chapter 4, discusses the stress test that we done on the controller and the
maximum processing limit of the controller. Chapter 5, covers related work both on
distributed web cache and network function virtualization (NFV). The conclusion is
given in Chapter 6.

10

CHAPTER 2
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

2.1

Design Overview

As addressed in the last chapter, a web proxy cluster using ICP suffers a total
performance degradation as more working nodes are added to the group. In this case,
for every local miss, a web caching in the cluster would query all its peers in the
cluster to find the requested object on behalf of a user. The other working nodes,
no matter whether they have stored the object or not, would reply with the search
result of local storage. Since every worker in the cluster shares cached content with
others, a special working node that has a full knowledge of all cached objects in the
cluster will be helpful when a web cache fails to find the object in its local storage.
Instead of asking all its neighbors, a web proxy can get the result by asking the
special working node just once. The special working node is called the ”controller” in
our design. The controller is responsible for maintaining and managing the state of
cached objects in the cluster. However, the proxy serving in the cluster would need to
be modified in order to ensure effective interaction with the controller. In our scheme,
the communication protocol between the worker and the controller has been designed
so that both of them can understand each other. The design and implementation
details of the controller and the web proxy are described separately in the following
two sections. Figure 2.1 depicts the configuration of our design.
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Figure 2.1. Design overview

2.2

Controller

The controller, described in Section 2.1, maintains the global state of all cached
objects in the cluster and ensures that all the proxy servers in the cluster are working
together under its management. In practice, the states of cached objects are dynamically changing, such as storing a new object to the storage system and removing
objects from the storage system. For example, when the storage of a proxy server is
about to be full, and the proxy server is undertaking a replacement policy to delete
a couple of old objects. Therefore, the controller needs to synchronize with proxies
all the time so that it can get the latest global view of all the cached objects. In
addition, the controller also needs a data structure to manipulate the ever-changing
states.
The controller needs to exchange information with proxies. Both the controller and
the web proxy need to understand each other so that they can work correctly together.
An effective protocol is required when they communicate with each other. Section
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2.2.1 describes the controller’s communication interface with web proxy. In Section
2.2.2, the message format of the communication between the controller and the web
proxy and how it supports management the global state is discussed. This is described
in more detail in Section 2.2.3, which pertains to global state manipulation. Figure
2.2 illustrates a web proxy cluster working under the management of a controller.

Figure 2.2. Web caching cluster works under a controller

2.2.1

Communication Interface with the Web Proxy

The communication between the controller and the web proxy is based on a network socket API provided by the Linux Operating system. For reliable and fast
connection, the socket API is customized using TCP and TCP NODELAY options.
This was crucial to our design. If we had used UDP based API, there would have
some packet loss during information exchange.
On the controller side, a socket in the controller acts as a server for processing the
incoming message of all the proxies that has connected to it. The socket binds the
13

IP address of the machine where controller is running at. It then selects the active
connections that it has with each proxy and listens for their incoming messages.
When the controller has some information to exchange with a web proxy, it also
uses this communication channel to send back response messages. As a result, the
communication of the controller with the proxy can be classified into two categories.
The first type of communication updates the controller’s state information based
on received messages from the proxy servers. Whenever a state of cached object
changes, the proxy is expected to notify the controller immediately. A change of
state involves the adding of new state information to the proxy and deleting old state
information from it. A change of state in a proxy leads to an identical change of the
state in the controller. In receiving newly updated cases, the controller does not need
to reply to the web proxy. The controller simply modifies its global states. All of this
work has been integrated within a specialized function called stateUpdate().
In the second type of communication, the controller is required to answer the web
proxy’s query. When a web proxy fails to find a requested object in its local storage
system, it will ask the controller for the location of this object. Based on the specific
response, the controller is expected to inform the proxy so that it can decide what to
do next based on the controller’s response. This implementation is included in the
function called stateFetch().

2.2.2

Message Format

As with the data transmission in the communication channel, the information
in the digital communication system is encoded before transfer and decoded after
receiving. It is intended that message exchange between the controller and the web
proxy will convey sufficient information without redundant overhead. As depicted in
Figure 2.3, there are four fields within the message which are designated as: message
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type (msg type), operation type (op type), object ID (obj ID), and location ID (loc
ID).
There also are three message types included within the communication channel
called: update state, request state, and reply state. The operation type field specifies
whether it is an insertion operation, a deletion operation, or a search operation.
Object ID is the uniform resource location (URL) of a certain object, and the Location
ID is the IP address of a web proxy where the object is stored. For example, if a
proxy that is located at an IP address of 192.168.0.23 has an newly stored webpage for
UMassAmherst, it would generate the message with an update state message type,
the insertion operation, the object ID (URL http://www.umass.edu/) and the object
location (IP address 192.168.0.23) and send the message to the controller. When the
controller replies with the request state of the previous object, it would send a message
to the web proxy designating the reply state message type, search operation, object
ID (URL http://www.umass.edu/) and object location (IP address 192.168.0.23).

Figure 2.3. Communication message format
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2.2.3

Global State Manipulation

Each web proxy server maintains a store table in its memory for a quick search
of requested objects in its storage system. The table consists of key-value pairs. The
key is the URL of the object, and the value is the combination of directory and file
number in the local file system. As for the data structure that maintains all the state
of objects in web proxy, it is not possible to simply borrow the data structure and
use it in the controller. The first reason for this is that it is impossible to store all
the web content in the controller. If the controller could do this, it would not be
necessary to use a large number of machines instead of using a powerful machine like
the controller. Secondly, even though the controller is able to store all the objects
that are already distributed within different proxy servers, the process of uploading
and downloading objects to and from the controller takes a relatively long time. The
volume of objects varies from several KB to hundreds of MB. Meanwhile, this could
increase the latency of the response time significantly, which would violate the aim
of using a web cache proxy.
Notice that every single proxy server communicates with the controller frequently
to ask which server has cached a certain object in the cluster. Thus, the entry of the
global state table in the controller is a key-value pair. The key is the identity of an
object, and the value is the identity of a web cache server where the object stored.
In our implementation, the key is the URL of a web content and the value might be
the IP address of a proxy server or the IP addresses for a set of proxy servers. Since
in some cases, an object may has cached in more than one place, the value would be
a set identification of proxy servers.
As the data structure of global table is determined, the next issue concerns how
the controller will operates it. In our design, there are three basic operations that
are defined as insertion, deletion, and search operation. When the controller gets the
stateUpdate() information, it will initiate either insertion or deletion operation. When
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the stateFetch() communication has arrived at the controller, the controller will need
to search the global store table and send the returned value back to the proxy server.
Another important issue to be considered, concerns real-world concurrency, since
multiple web proxies may concurrently be connected to the controller. This would
be true in the case where one proxy is searching the global table, while another one
is updating it at the same time. To ensure the consistency of the global table, every
operation on the critical section should be atomic in nature. Before each operation on
the global table, the atomic lock first needs to have been acquired. After this operation
has completed, the lock should be released for other operations. The workflow of the
controller is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. The workflow of the controller
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2.3

Web Caching Proxy Adaptation

As described in the previous chapter, the prototype of an adapted web proxy is
implemented on an open source proxy project called Squid [9]. Squid is an open
source software proxy server written by C++ programming language. In its source
code folder, eight source files are modified, a total of 374 code lines are added, and a
new C++ class called squidSocket is created, which provide communication APIs so
that the web caching proxy can interact with the controller.

2.3.1

Squid and Its Internal Workflow

Squid [9] is a fully-featured HTTP/1.0 HTTP/1.1 software proxy, and it offers a
rich access control, authorization, and logging environment to develop web proxy and
content serving applications. Some companies have embedded Squid in their home or
office firewall devices. Others have used Squid in large-scale web proxy installations
to speed up broadband and dial-up Internet access. Squid is also being increasingly
used in content delivery architectures to deliver static and streaming video to Internet
users worldwide. In addition to these benefits, Squid is an open-source project which
means we can access, study, and change its source code based on our design.
The latest version of Squid is 4.0, a beta version still under testing. As such, we
decided to use a stable one of version 3.5.15, whose source code contains 298,532 lines,
717 classes, 9710 functions distributed among 9710 files. Even though the concept of
how a caching proxy works is described in the previous section, the implementation
details of Squid [9] software proxy still needs to be described, since we wanted to add
some new functions to the Squid proxy server and to make sure it is working properly
under the controller’s management.
The main function of the software is analyzed here first, since it contains the
primary workflow of the program. Subflows of the program are found and analyzed
by following the branches of the primary flow. The main function can be divided
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into three parts. The first part concerns the parsing of the parameters received via
the command line interface. The second part that provides the resource and strategy
initialization. The last, but the most important part, is the main loop of the program.
This part is responsible for processing of received management signals, for handling
events, and for reading or writing socket I/O. Squid is a single-thread, event-driven
program. Accordingly, any function that ready to be executed is put into a queue, and
the event handler decides when to run a certain function based on its timer. When
a function is complete, the handler removes it from the event queue and releases the
resources associated with the function.
The internal framework of Squid [9] proxy is logically separated into three function
blocks: client side, server side, and local storage system. These function blocks work
together to handle clients’ requests. As shown in the Figure 2.5, when a client sends
an HTTP request to a proxy server, the request first connects to the client side
functions block. The client side function is responsible for reading and parsing the
HTTP request from the client. In this, it can receive the request method, the HTTP
version, the URL of the object, and other essential information. Subsequently, the
storage system searches for the requested object with the object ID. If the search
result is a Cache Miss, the request is transferred to server side and is forwarded to
the Internet in order to fetch the object from the origin server. If the search result
is a Cache Hit, the client side function would reply to the client with object copied
from the local storage system.
In the source code of Squid [9], every object has associated with a StoreEntry
which is the core data structure. The StoreEntry records the necessary information
of an object. All the cached objects are mapped to a global hash table, called a
store table, which resides in memory to facilitate quick search. The swap filen and
swap dirn are two member variables of StoreEntry. These record the location of the
object in the file system by using a directory number and a file number. When an
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Figure 2.5. Web caching functional blocks

object is being accessed, the content of the object is copied to MemObject. After the
access has completed, mem obj, a member of StoreEntry, points to MemObject and
is used to release or free the memory that occupied by MemObject before. Note that
MemObject has a member variable that points to a linked list, which stores the clients
who have requested the object. In this way, when more than one client requests the
same web content, the program only maintains one StoreEntry associated with one
object. The program then can response with this information to multiple clients at
the same time.
2.3.2

ICP Web Proxy Cluster

If one web cache proxy is not able to handle excessive requests generated by clients
in a large network, for example, in a university network with more than 30,000 users,
the use of one proxy server would not be enough. The web cache service needs to
scale out to multiple proxy servers all working together. There is a little difference
in the workflow of the squid proxy servers, since they must communicate with each
other for the best performance.
The two or more web cache proxy servers required work together, and the incoming
clients’ requests are distributed to these servers uniformly. For a single server, when it
has recently received a new request, the request is recognized as a cache miss in local
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Figure 2.7. Web caching internal workflow

storage. However, looking at how Squid [9] works with another. When there is a cache
miss, the current server starts the request-forwarding process with a function called
FwdState::start(). This function begins a peer selection procedure, which may involve
sending or broadcasting (more than one workmates) ICP queries and in receiving ICP
replies. Since ICP is based on UDP, which means ICP message might be lost during
the communication. If ICP replies have been received and processed, the flow of
the program ends up at a function called fwdPeerSelectionCompleteWrapper(). This
function initiates an appropriate protocol-specific function for forwarding the request
to an origin server or a peer proxy server based on the decision had been utilized in
previous functions. The subsequent workflow is same as a single web cache server
that gets response from the origin and sends the newly gotten object to the client.
As the web cache service scales from a one proxy server to many proxy servers, it
can accordingly provide service to many clients. Such growth has led to the demand
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for a program having the ability to provide efficient management and maintenance of
multiple working nodes simultaneously. As mentioned in the previous section, when
there is a cache miss in the local storage system, the proxy will query all its peers in
the cluster to check if they have a specific object cached in their storage system. They
use the ICP, a UDP-based protocol, to communicate with each other. Unfortunately,
this method is simple, but inefficient.
Increased latency is perhaps the most significant drawback to using ICP. The
associated query/response exchange activity takes excessive time. Web caching is
supposed to decrease response time, not add more latency. The ICP transaction is
very like gambling. If you get a HIT reply, then the gamble probably paid off. If,
on the other hand, you get all MISS replies, then you lose the bet. Although ICP
may help the users to discover cache hits in neighbors, it may also lead to an overall
reduction in response time. Moreover, ICP has poor scaling properties. The number
of ICP messages grows in proportion to the number of neighbors. In the evaluation
part, the throughput of ICP proxy cluster degrades significantly when more than five
proxy servers are added to a cluster.
In the case of web proxies, when scaling from one server to multiple servers, some
internal state of web cache might be shared among its peers. This sharing can be
managed by a centralized controller for efficient performance. Web cache proxies
maintain data structures and state information for each active request. In the case of
Squid [9], it maintains a data structure called store table in the memory to record all
the objects it stores in the storage system. When a client’s request for an object with
a certain URL is received, the client side parses the request header and takes the URL
as key. It then searches the object in the local store table, and in the store table of
other web cache servers working in a cluster, until it has finished searching all these
places. If the object is still not found, the request would be forwarded to the origin
server.
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2.3.3

Web Caching Modification

As mentioned before, a controller is needed to maintain and manage the state of
each proxy in the cluster. Moreover, each proxy needs to be modified so that it can
interact with the controller. This is accomplished by utilizing a communication API
and communication protocol with the controller. In this way, proxy servers can work
under the controller’s management.
In the main function located in the main.cc source file, first the socket is initialized
and connected to the controller with the TCP NODELAY option. Second, the static
variable of squidSocket class, called client ip is assigned with the IP address of the
proxy server. This procedure is performed along with the main initialization of the
program. In this step, the program is not yet ready to handle the request and to
store the object.
Each time the storage system has cached or deleted an object, and after these operations have been successfully completed, the web cache server will use the communication channel that was established during initialization phase to inform the controller
of this update. In the storeSwapOutStart function located in the store swapout.cc
source file, an object is swapped to the disk. The URL of the object is stored in the
StoreEntry data structure, and the member function url() is implemented to obtain
the URL of an object. After that, our defined function called stateUpdate() is utilized to send the URL, along with the IP address got from initialization phase and
operation code which is a new state insert, to the controller.
In the function StoreEntry::release(), the StoreEntry that maintains the information of the object would be destroyed in the following order. First, this StoreEntry
would be deleted from the store table. A hash table resides in memory for fast searching. Secondly, the buffer structure called MemObject which stores the content of the
object is released. Finally, the whole object (StoreEntry) is freed. At the beginning
of the function, the URL of the object is stored in a local variable, after the release
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procedure is finished. Then function StateUpdate() is invoked to send remove information to the controller. In this way, a local table deletion is synchronized with a
global table removal.
In the case of local cache miss, the web proxy needs to ask the controller for the
location of cached objects within the cluster. The controller could use the URL it
receives from every single server to look up where the object is cached. If the location
is found, the controller replies to a web cache server with identification (IP address)
the object stored. If not, the controller would also tell the proxy server that the object
is not in the cluster, and that proxy server needs to forward the request to the origin
server. In the conventional program, Squid [9] pings all of its neighbors and measures
the round trip time (RTT) to each peer. The timeout used is equal to two times the
average RTT. When the time is up, and the proxy still does not get any response
from its neighbors, the request will be directly forwarded to the origin server. While
in the processMiss() function, the workflow calls the peer select algorithm to choose
where the request should be forwarded, to the origin server or one of its peers. In the
peerSelect() function, it first broadcasts the ICP query to all its neighbors, and waits
for a response. Since our controller has a global view,the web proxy send the request
message to the controller and waits for the response by using StateFetch() function.
Upon the response, which is the return value of this function, the proxy server knows
where to forward the request based on the controller’s reply.
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CHAPTER 3
EVALUATION

To evaluate our design, we implemented multiple web proxies in a distributed environment through adopting the framework of a centralized controller, and compared
the performace between our implementation and the ICP-based web proxy cluster.
In this chapter, Section 3.1 describes the experimental setup details, such as the distributed environment, the specifications of the machines, the network connections,
and the benchmark workload. The experimental evaluation is presented in Section
3.2, where the total sustained throughput of the web proxy cluster and the message traffic within the cluster are compared between the web proxy cluster using our
framework and the cluster using ICP.

3.1
3.1.1

Experimental Setup
Web Proxy Cluster and Controller Setup

In the experiment on performance comparison, web proxies were deployed on VirtualBox [11] virtual machines (VMs) and CloudLab [3] physical machines for seperate
latency and throughput tests. Table 3.1 shows the machine specifications in two distributed testing beds based on our lab servers and on CloudLab respectively.
In the distributed environment of our lab, the capacity of the web cache proxy
cluster can be scaled up to six working instances on three physical machines with
the same hardware, operating system and network connection. All the instances are
running at machines which are a Dell PowerEdge T630 with a hexad-core Intel Xeon
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Table 3.1. Experiment machine specifications

CPU
Memory
Disk
NIC
OS

VirtualBox
Intel Xeon 2.4GHz
8GB
32GB
1Gbps
Ubuntu 14.04 64bit

CloudLab
Intel Xeon 2.0GHz
64GB
512GB
10Gbps
Ubuntu 16.04 64bit

2.4 GHz CPU, 32GB DDR4 memory. In CloudLab, there are as many as 11 working
machines in the web proxy cluster.
Regarding the controller, its program is running on a physical machine in our lab.
This machine is a Dell OptiFlex 755 Dual-core Intel Xeon 2.66GHz CPU and 4GB
DDR2 memory. The operating system in all of the physical machines is 64-bit Linux
distribution Debian 7.9, and all the machines are connected to a Gigabit switch. The
product of the switch is a D-Link DGS1016D with 16 Gigabit ports and a 32 Gbps
switching fabric. In CloudLab, the controller is running on an independent physical
machine with same configuration as the web proxy. Web proxies and the controller
are in the same subnet with a 10Gbps network connection.

3.1.2

Benchmark and Workload

In order to test in a more realistic environment, we applied a benchmark for
the proxy servers. The benchmark we used, called Web Polygraph [12], can simulate
server and client robots on the two sides of a proxy cluster. The server robots generate
content based on our configuration. The client robots will randomly request objects
that the server owns. In the meantime, both server and client sides recorded the
performance statistic of proxies in the middle of the server and client robots. For
better performance, we isolated the server and client simulators on two different
physical machines with same hardware and operating system. Both the server and
the client were on a Dell PowerEdge T410 with Intel Xeon quad-core 2.27GHz CPU,
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4GB DDR3 memory and a Gigabit NIC. The operating system of these machines is
a Linux distribution of 64-bit Debian 7.9.
The benchmark was utilized to determine the throughput of a web proxy cluster
that can be sustained. This ensured that the generated workloads were fairly realistic. Fortunately, the Web Polygraph [12] has a watchdog mechanism that allows us
to control when and how the offered workload should change. This watchdog makes
decisions based on the previous sample obtained from the benchmark. In our experiment, the watchdog samples every 1,000 transactions. If, in every sample, the mean
response time of hit and miss were both less than target times. The offered workload
was increased by an predefined adjustment factor. Otherwise the workload was decreased by the adjustment factor. The entire test was not completed until the ratio of
fill traffic volume to total proxy cache size equaled two. The reason for this was that
although the throughput is high when the disks are not full, it is not sustainable.
The referenced workload used was a standard workload that was borrowed from
polymix-4 [6]. Details of the testing web content are shown in the Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Standard workload
Type
image
HTML
download
other

3.2
3.2.1

Reply Size
exp(4.5KB)
exp(8.5KB)
logn(300KB, 300KB)
logn(25KB, 10KB)

Cachability
80%
90%
95%
72%

Extensions
.gif, jpeg, png
.html, htm
.exe, .zip, .gz

Proportion
65%
15%
0.5%
19.5%

Performance Evaluation
Response Time

An ApacheBench [2] is used to measure the response time of a request, as well
as that of web proxy cluster. The comparative differences measured were based on
our framework as compared to that of web proxy cluster using ICP. The experiments
employed to calculate the response time were classified into two types. The first type
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was that in which a proxy server in cluster handles a client’s request, but neither the
requested object in its local storage, nor that in its neighbors’ storage. In this case,
the proxy server forwarded the request to the origin server and obtained the response.
The second type of experiment is that in which the proxy server did not find the object
in local storage, but instead found it in at least one of its neighbors’ storage. In this
case, the proxy server forwarded the request to a neighbor who would keep the object
and obtain the response from the neighbor. The two cases were isolated by choosing
a setting of configuration file of the software web proxy that did not allow caching a
specific object in the web proxies. The reason that we chose not to use a local cache
hit scenario as a independent case is that the response time in both implementations
were the same, both with and without controller. This was true because they both
involved a cache hit and did not involve a peer communication process.
After two types of the experiment were defined, we needed to select a reasonable
web source as a request object in order to carry out the experiment. When testing
the latency of a web proxy system, we found the RTT between the user and the web
resource on the Internet to be unstable. This was true since the performance of the
RTT depended on the traffic of current network, and since it had the option of using
different routes to and back from the destination. While using popular websites as
a resource on Internet, the response time varied significantly due to the then-current
network conditions and the origin server’s capability. Consequently, our test results
were unstable. Early on, the CNN news website was used to undertake the test,
but the response time had a significant fluctuation, showing repetitive test results
ranging from 20ms to more than 100ms. These results were unacceptable, since the
time difference between the two implementations was buried in the noise. Since a
relatively stable network environment is crucial in measuring the response time of
a web proxy cluster, we sought to avoid interference from an outside network. To
accomplish this, a web server was established on the internal network of our lab
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acting as a source server. This configuration guaranteed there was no time added
due to network delay. Thus, in our test, the requested web content that used in
the experiment was a static web page (HTML) with the size of 3967 bytes and the
network connection is 1Gbps.
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the average response time in an ideal network
environment for two types of experiments described above. The average response
time for a single request was relatively stable for an increasing number of members in
a web proxy cluster. The measured average response times were 2.05ms in case one,
and 1.55ms in the case two, respectively. The latency in case one was bigger than it
was in case two. In case one, this was due to the need for the proxy server to forward
the whole HTTP request to the origin server. However, in case two, the proxy server
only needed to forward HTTP header information to its neighbors. As we can see the
result in these figures, our implementation can reach as a fast mean response time for
a single request as the original configuration, with less than 5% variance.

3.2.2

Sustainable Throughput Scalability

We deployed the web proxy cluster on the CloudLab platform and measured the
sustainable throughput of the Squid cluster using a Web Polygraph [12]. Figure 3.3
plots the sustainable throughput of web proxy cluster with and without the controller,
and the number of working nodes is increased from 2 to 11. As Figure 3.3 shows,
compared to the web proxy cluster without a controller, the cluster with a controller
demonstrates a much better scalability. With 11 working instances within a cluster, our controller-based framework improves the total throughput of the web proxy
cluster by a factor of 0.8.
The poor scalability of cluster without controller is due to the increased number
of query and reply messages. The number of messages (or bandwidth) grows in
proportion to the number of neighbors [34], especially in cache miss case. In this
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Figure 3.1. Case 1 : Direct to origin server

Figure 3.2. Case 2 : Direct to neighbor server
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situation, the proxy will broadcast a query to and get reply messages from all its
neighbors. When the traffic is extremely large among peer proxy servers, the RTT
of sending and receiving query message is delayed, and the proxy server will wait for
delayed replies. This leads to a degradation in total throughput.

Figure 3.3. Sustainable throughput with linear increased node in the cluster

3.2.3

Bandwidth Saving

we utilized a tcpdump [10], a powerful package analyzer, to capture communication packets among within a web proxy cluster. By calculating the total traffic of
two implementations, we compared the traffic in Figure 3.4. In our design, instead of
broadcasting queries to all peers, the web proxy only needed to ask the controller to
get the object location then forward query to a right place. This reduced the unnecessary traffic in the communication channel. In the experiment that compared the
traffic in the cluster of two different implementations (with and without a controller),
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of traffic in cluster with and without a controller

the benchmark generates a fixed amount of requests for both cases. As the number
of working proxy servers in a cluster increased by one in each experiment, our design
showed a traffic growth of from 26MB (1 node) to 36MB (12 nodes). As the number
of working proxy servers in a cluster was increased by one in each experiment the
traffic of web proxy cluster without a controller grew from 59MB (2 nodes) to 413MB
(12 nodes). In the congested communication channel, the average RTT increased
significantly, decreasing the total throughput.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

As described in the evaluation section, our centralized controller framework of
web proxy cluster had a better performance in throughput than the conventional web
proxy cluster. We also observed that the peak throughput that we obtained from
the test without using our defined workload decreased over time. At the beginning
of the test, the throughput was very high. In cases such as this, the disk that used
to cache objects is not fully filled, and the web proxy does not need to replace stale
objects. However, in a real-world scenario, web cache servers are working at full
load, frequently replacing old objects with new ones. Accordingly, we utilized a
sophisticated method to determine the sustained throughput of the web cache cluster.
In a large enterprise network, the controller of a web proxy cluster might manage
the information of millions of objects. Therefore, the size of the global table in
the controller could be very large. In addition, there could be multiple web proxies
working under the management of the controller. In this project, we simulated the
stress test on the controller and measured the throughput of the controller with
multiple middleboxes accessing the states simultaneously. The controller maintained
a high processing speed. The test results showed that the throughput of the controller
could reach about 1.2 million operations per second.
My work is a part of the coordinator of global states (CoGS) project activities performed in our lab, which consolidates different middleboxes such as intrusion detection
system (IDS), network address translators (NAT), and caching proxies working under
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the management and coordination of the controller. Our work has been accepted by
the 3rd IEEE Conference on network softwarization (NetSoft 2017).
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CHAPTER 5
RELATED WORK

Lots of works have been done on the coordinate of distributed web cache. These
related works are described in Section 5.1, including the use of ICP, HTCP, and Cache
Digest. A web proxy is a Middlebox [13] that widely deployed in both enterprise and
backbone networks to improve network security and performance. With the advent
of NFV [19], there is a rising trend in implementing NFs of middleboxes on scalable
commodity hardware or VMs rather than dedicated hardware. This has two major
advantages. First, it can reduce capital investment and energy consumption by consolidating network appliances. Secondly, it may decrease the time to market for a
new service by reducing the research and development times of a new network service
product, and thereby, rapidly meet the customer needs. Related work on virtualized
middleboxes, such as consistency on stateful middleboxes, performance optimizations
of scalable middlebox framework, and resource management mechanisms for virtualized middlebox platforms are described in Section 5.2.

5.1

Distributed Web Cache

There are several intercache protocols that are used between distributed proxy
caches. The ICP [5] is a lightweight object location protocol that is widely used
in web proxy clusters. Hypertext caching protocol (HTCP) [4] possesses characteristics similar to ICP. Both of these are per-request query/response protocols, and
both utilize UDP based messages to enable web proxy peer-to-peer communication.
HTCP can also support relatively strong authentication, since its message contains
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full HTTP headers rather than only the URL that used in ICP message. Typically,
the HTCP messages are about five times larger than those of ICP, leading to HTCP
consuming more bandwidth than ICP.
Cache Digests [24] applies a Bloom filter [18] to represent a summary of the
contents of a web caching proxy. Web proxies periodically exchange their bloom filters,
also called digests, with each other. By this, they can query the digest to determine
whether or not a particular object is in the neighbor’s cache. Unfortunately, there
are three main disadvantages of using a Cache Digest. First, a web proxy’s content
changes over time. For example, if an object had been released from a web proxy in
the middle of the digest update period, it will appear to be a false hit in the web
proxy. Secondly, Cache Digests trades time for space. For a web proxy working in a
cluster, all of the neighbor’s digests stores are stored entirely in its memory for quick
response, which occupies a lot of memory space. Moreover, generating the digest
takes up additional computing resources of a web proxy. Finally, it is hard to delete
an item from the Bloom filter, since any one of those bits in the Bloom filter could
have been set to 1 by more than one keys.

5.2

Middlebox and Network Function Virtualization

There are some technical challenges of deploying virtualized middleboxes such as
firewalls, NAT, IDS, and other network intermediary functions in both ISP backbones
and enterprise networks. First, when deploying virtual appliances, the performance
of NFs might be the issue. Related work [32] has shown that virtualization may
lead to latency instability, or even decline. Therefore, ensuring that the network
performance remains at least as good as that of dedicated hardware implementations
will present a challenge in realizing virtual network functions on commodity hardware.
The performance of a middlebox running on dedicated hardware is better than that
running at commodity hardware or VM. However, many virtualized middleboxes can
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reach a performance level that equal or greater to the performance of a dedicated
middlebox. There are currently many efforts to scale NFs using clustering techniques,
such as NIDS Cluster [25] and NAT [31]. The NIDS Cluster [25] is a clustered version
of Bro [26] that is capable of performing coordinated analysis of network traffic at
large scale.
Another challenge to be addressed is the difficulty in managing not only middlebox
of identical network function in large number, but also different kinds of middleboxes
work simultaneously. There are lots of efforts to utilize software-defined networking (SDN) [8] to steer flows through appropriate NFs in order to enforce policies and
jointly manage network and NF load [16] [17] [30] [15] [21] [36]. When NFs distributed
across multiple servers, some states of NFs should be managed in multiple middleboxes for consistency. OpenNF [16], Split/Merge [28], E-State [27], and CoGS [35] can
manage shared states for multiple middleboxes. OpenNF is a control plane framework
that provides the coordinated control of network forwarding state and internal state
of network functions through a set of APIs to export and import the middlebox state.
Split/Merge has been proposed to offer efficient, transparent, and balanced elasticity
for virtual middle-boxes, building on top of a state-centric system-level abstraction
of network functions. E-State devises mechanisms to exchange or migrate internal
states of NFs between VNF instances. CoGS provides a framework that manages
general global states of diverse NFs, and NFs can work simultaneously within this
framework.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we designed a light-weight centralized controller framework for the
web proxy cluster. By managing the state of distributed web content in a cluster, the
controller was observed to efficiently coordinate the work of distributed web proxies in
the cluster with less overhead in the areas of computing resources and communication.
In addition, this framework has a much better throughput scalability. Specifically, it
improves total sustainable throughput by 80% that of the cluster of 11 working nodes
without using the framework.
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